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Introduction

One of the most defining achievements of the 20th century include the establishment of a publicly-funded, universally accessible healthcare system in countries such as Canada, South Korea, the United Kingdom, Brazil, Japan, and many more. These national healthcare infrastructures have been a critical part of sustained economic development due to their role in ensuring that a person’s ability to access healthcare, whether routine or critical, does not rest on whether their income can afford it. Because these systems are typically nationally funded, in part or in whole, they can marshall immense financial resources towards the targeted improvement of public health initiatives, such as vaccine administration, reducing infant mortality rates, and encouraging preventative care through national campaigns.

In 2023, healthcare systems have traded these historical achievements to become symbols of inefficiency, inadequacy, and stagnation. This essay will argue for a bold overhaul of these systems to restore their ability to meet the unique challenges of the 21st century. Public debate has focused for far too long on whether Canadian Medicare or the United Kingdom’s National Health Service needs more funding and more staff. I argue that restoring universal healthcare’s promises will not happen without embarking on a four-pronged solution: long-term recapitalisation, utilising existing capacity, embracing technology, and public-private partnerships. I will focus my analysis on the experiences of two countries, Canada and the United Kingdom, whose historical successes
and modern dysfunction present case studies for other countries to learn from.

**A Brief History of Universal Healthcare**

**Canada**

Canada administers its national healthcare through a decentralised framework called Medicare at two levels, federal and provincial government. Medicare was established across Canada in 1966 through the Medical Care Act, and it currently serves almost forty million people in the country. It encompasses healthcare insurance for each of the thirteen provinces and territories. Through the Canada Health Act established in 1984, the federal government sets national standards for care, provides some funding for each of the provinces and territories, regulates product safety, and directs health research agendas.1 Doctors work as independent contractors, and health institutions (e.g. hospitals) operate their own services with consideration to their own budgets.2

**U.K.**

The NHS was launched in 1948, with the goal of ensuring free care provided only on need, and currently serves 67 million people.3 In the 1990s, a series of Conservative reforms led to contracting out work to the private sector, especially in long term and psychiatric care, and a further erosion of boundaries between public and private healthcare.4 The NHS operates through three main points of service: national hospitals, general practitioners, and community health centres.5 In contrast to the Canadian model, the U.K. ’s system is much more centralised.

**Current Challenges**

Public perception of Canadian and U.K. healthcare systems have long shifted towards viewing it as a “cost sink” with the system always on the brink of crisis or disruption, which has only been reinforced post-pandemic.6

In Canada, ambulances continue to suffer from critical delays that should have shocked the government into action. Ambulances in Ottawa with patients were parked outside of hospitals due to “offload delays” that resulted from long waits to transfer patients to emergency
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rooms. Instead, the policy response was piecemeal, and called on a way to “fill gaps” by drawing on paramedics to provide required care. A prominent media commentator noted that public perception of Medicare is “more rooted in mythology than metrics” given the poor outcomes.

In the U.K., the waitlist for treatment had grown to 7.1 million by late 2022, a number that continues to grow, underscoring the inability of the NHS to cope with demand. This backlog has increased despite a more than 10% increase in spending across doctors, ambulance staff, and nurses since 2019, and the fact that the NHS has net 12 percent more staff than it did pre-pandemic. However, the NHS continues to deliver “substantially less care” than pre-pandemic, and treated fewer patients today compared to 2019. Below the surface, the NHS crisis is no longer one that is solely about real wages or staff shortages. Researchers at the Institute for Fiscal Studies suggest the answer to the NHS’ woes may lie in undercapitalisation. The NHS’ capital infrastructure has deteriorated significantly over a long period of time: one estimate found that the cost of the maintenance backlog has doubled between 2010 and 2019.

**Proposed Reforms**

**Committed, Long-term Recapitalisation**

Both countries urgently need to recapitalise their health infrastructures. To reverse the perception of healthcare as a cost sink, we must see it as an investment on par with other economic priorities. In 2021, the director-general of the World Health Organization (WHO), Dr. Tedros Ghebreyesus, called for a “new narrative” that argues for investment in public health as a necessary precedent to growth. Explicitly calling healthcare an investment is critical to protecting long-term funding from changing political winds each election cycle.

The U.K. has lagged behind peer countries in healthcare infrastructure investment since 2000 across critical
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indicators of success. Capital spending as a percent of GDP has hovered between 0.3 to 0.5%, while the number of beds has continued its steady decline to two per 1,000 people.\textsuperscript{15} Healthcare has not been the only victim of large scale cuts to public investment, as the U.K. has generally had some of the lowest government spending among OECD countries.\textsuperscript{16} The UK also has below average numbers of physicians compared to the OECD and EU averages.\textsuperscript{17} However, the British government recently restored its cap on UK medical school places due to funding constraints.\textsuperscript{18}

More funding is the most direct solution to ending the backlog in emergency room waiting times, hospital discharges, and improving survival outcomes for diseases like cancer that benefit from early intervention.\textsuperscript{19} This suggests that a radical re-orientation towards recapitalisation as a priority, across political lines, remains the first order solution. A renewed vision must call on society to remember the intergenerational contract, and the immense investment it necessitates, to provide quality healthcare that is accessible to all.
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provide care at a fraction of the cost a GP would.\textsuperscript{22}

Pharmacists are excellent candidates for expanding care as they are located near where people live and work, thus making them particularly accessible to get treatment for minor illnesses. Indeed, a University of Waterloo study found that 34\% of avoidable emergency room visits could be replaced by pharmacist-led care.\textsuperscript{23} Hence, this is one way in which we can better utilise existing infrastructure to expand capacity quickly and safely. This would also have the secondary benefit of attracting more talent to become nurses and pharmacists, since these professions would rise in relative status through increased responsibilities. However, it will also require countries to face a hard reckoning with groups such as doctors and other medical professionals, whose self interest may be at odds with the greater goal of systematic change and improvement.

*Embracing productivity enhancing technologies*

The healthcare industry has been slow to adopt new technologies that can enhance productivity and increase accessibility. While the recent Covid pandemic burdened healthcare systems to the point of exhaustion and near failure, it also served as a catalyst for healthcare systems to adopt technologies such as telemedicine and unified digital health records.

As of 2023, no unified electronic health record exists in either country. In Canada, electronic medical records are still not extensively adopted; the rate has increased to only 73\% in 2015.\textsuperscript{24} This number understates the severity of the issue as healthcare databases are siloed between organisations, resulting in duplication of administrative work, increase in errors, and lowered productivity overall. In the U.K., hospitals lack basic information about the number of staffed intensive care beds.\textsuperscript{25} While the British government has promised to digitise all health records in the NHS by 2025, it comes on the heels of a failed £10 billion IT project, which suggests that the government needs to pay closer attention to see this through.\textsuperscript{26} Without full digitisation, healthcare cannot be said to have entered the 21st century.

Telemedicine also has the potential to cut costs and increase accessibility for rural and disabled patients. In Ontario, Canada’s most populated province, the

Ministry of Health only provided publicly funded virtual care during the pandemic, and has just recently drastically decreased the amount a doctor can charge for a virtual visit by 75 percent compared to an in-person appointment. This will effectively end accessible and timely healthcare for the nearly two million Ontarians without a family doctor, and others with mobility issues or who live rurally. Doctors will be disincentivized to offer a virtual care option.

Across the Atlantic, the NHS serves as a model in telehealth: the British have long integrated telemedicine within their service delivery. The NHS' Long Term Plan details various digitisation initiatives, including investing in telemedicine to allow for a “digital first” option by 2030. Canadian policy makers should model this direct embrace of virtual care, and explicitly outline this in a similar “long term plan” to recognise digitisation as a priority, and not an option to be shelved post-pandemic.

Public-private Partnerships

The above will require additional spending in the tens of billions of dollars, or pounds, in addition to the current costs of maintaining and paying off the backlog of repairs. Given the realities of the political situation in both countries, with public fatigue over any spectre of higher taxes, it seems likely that further improvements must come from the private sector. While this may be regarded by publicly-funded health system stalwarts as a failure, or a path towards the decoupling of universal accessibility and healthcare, the alternative is further decline. As one Canadian commentator remarked while reflecting on this dilemma, we are now faced with the choice of paying for private health service or “paying in lives.” The latter situation is already here, as we all vividly witnessed during the height of the Covid-19 pandemic.

There have been tentative steps forward in this direction. Recently, the Ontario Premier Doug Ford announced an expansion of private, for-profit clinics where patients can obtain publically-funded care, in an attempt to reduce the surgical waitlist of 206,000 people. The scale of this experiment does not go far enough: the government hopes that this initiative reduces waitlists only to pre-pandemic levels. A bolder initiative would set a target on eliminating the waitlist itself. In the U.K., the private health sector has long existed alongside the NHS, and the NHS works together with private providers in psychiatric care, long-term care and others. However, fears over a “two-tier healthcare system” have limited the British government’s support for
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further private solutions.\textsuperscript{32} A focus on whether two-tiers undermines the NHS' commitment to healthcare access regardless of need ignores that the status quo already privileges those early enough on the waitlist or who can afford to pay for care domestically or internationally. This also sidesteps the possibility that the government can make privately delivered care accessible by funding it. Both the NHS and Canadian Medicare need to grapple with whether expanding care is more important than who delivers it.

**Conclusion**

Universal healthcare has played an important social role in levelling quality care for all regardless of wealth or social class. A greater proportion of citizens can experience significant gains in standard of living. While the Covid-19 pandemic exposed critical weaknesses in both healthcare systems, the pandemic itself was not the proximate cause of continued near brushes healthcare failure and service quality deterioration. To truly reinvigorate the post-war dream of universal healthcare architected by our grandparents, today's policymakers must embark on a bold overhaul and recapitalise, better utilise existing human capital, embrace technology, and experiment with novel public-private partnerships.
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